Complete each sentence with the word *affect* or *effect*.

**Affect** is a verb meaning to act on, change or influence. **Effect** is a noun meaning a result, an impression or something that comes into being.

This year’s drought will ______ the crop.

The lyrics had a big ______ on Sammie.

The ______ of the storm is felt throughout the entire city.

He did not want his test score to ______ his grade.

Her cold will ______ her breathing.

Silence was not the ______ the standup comedian wanted.

Ben’s bright blue eyes has an ______ on everyone he meets.
Complete each sentence with the word **affect** or **effect**.

**Affect** is a verb meaning to act on, change or influence.  
**Effect** is a noun meaning a result, an impression or something that comes into being.

This year’s drought will **affect** the crop.

The lyrics had a big **effect** on Sammie.

The **effect** of the storm is felt throughout the entire city.

He did not want his test score to **affect** his grade.

Her cold will **affect** her breathing.

Silence was not the **effect** the standup comedian wanted.

Ben’s bright blue eyes has an **effect** on everyone he meets.